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Abstract

Principles of cross section evaluation

Evaluation consists in the derivation of complete easily interpolable
sets of "best" values of microscopic cross sections and parametrie data
from available experimental and theoretical informations in the energy
range 0 to about 15 MeV and the establishment of corresponding computer
nuclear data libraries for f'urther use in reactor

calculations~

Gaps in

the experimental information can orten be filled successful1y by nuclear
systematics or parametrization of some nuclear theory or model like
statistieal. react.ion theoTyt optieal or evaporatian model.. The main
diffieulty in evaluation consists in systematic discrepancies outside
experimental error between different experimental. data sets 0 ,-rhieh only
sometimes can be resolved by renorma"lization. Beside the differential
experimental data in some cases "clean" integral data vrhich allov1
univoque conclusions to t11e nuclear data involved are used in the
evaluation .. The reliability of evaluated nuclear data sets can more
and more be assessed by comparison of calculated and measured integral
data e .. g. :f'rom critical facilities. Generally the feedback :from these
"dirty" integral data to differential data is not univoque and therefore a thorough review of the basic microscopic data most probably involved pre:f'erred to a computerised (lata adjustment that may be physically
incorrect.

... 3 ...
The fiela of evaluation of neutron cross sections has its origin

~n

the

reactor theory. _r..s is \·rell known thereactortheory deals vlith the solution
of the Boltzmann neutron transport equation and of equations derived f'rom
it in various approximations in order to describe the neutron phJrs i cal behaviour of nuclear reactors including safety coefficients li},:e the Doppler
coefficient. In these equations neutron cross seetions enter as eontinuous
functions of' neutron energy and angle and other energy dependent data like
fission spectra and numbers of' prompt fission neutrons. resolved and
statistical resonance parameters. As the modern computer capabilities allm-r
and force increasing refinements of the reactor theory methods which have
to be consiclered in parallel ivith steady refinements of the reactor physics
measurement techniques, more and more detailed and reliable values have to
be prepared for these nuclear data.
Everyevaluation of neutron nuclear data for a giyen element or isotope today
has therefore to fulfill the follOiving general requirementse Reactor neutrons
cover enerGies bet't-reen about 0 and 15 MeV. In this energy range no reaction.
the neutrons can unclergo from physical grounds. can be left out in an evaluation. Furthermore. as the reactor physicists are interested in the detailed
description of thermal as weIl as intermediate and fast reactors, an evaluation
has to consider the subranges of thermal, resonance and fast neutrons in
corresponding similar detail. Therefore, the density of the energy and angular
mesh points, at vlhich the nuclear (lata have to be evaluated. has to be as
great as to describe the functional dependence of the data in a physically
satisfactory almost monochromatie \·ray so as to allov1 an as simple as possible
interpolation between neighbouring data points. Linear interpolations on
log-log, log-linear or linear-linear seales are most frequently used. In the
regions cf isolated narrow resonances. where in a double-linear interpolation
scheme thousands of data points would be needed for a satisf'actory representation of the cross sections, a parabolic interpolation appears to be more
appropriate and helps to spare computer storage. Perhaps in the computers
01' the third generation with their very large storage eapacities this

restrietion can be omitted and the double linear interpolation scheme be
adopted throughout. In those special cases in which a cross section or
distribution can be parameterized in a simple and univoque ,va:::! as e

.g.

13.

in

the case of a pure one level Breit-Wigner cross section, it could suffice
to evaluate and store only the parameters. For checldng PUTPoses, however,
it

JoB

advisable to store not only tue

parameters~

hut also the data points:

group constants for example should come out the same, whether they are
calculated :from parameters 01' from (lata points. According to the different

- 4cross section behaviour. particularly in the thermal and resonance regions,
the energy subdivision will obviously be different for each element or
isotope.
In order to fulfill these reQ.uirements the evaluation physicist has to
consid.er all available sources of information, to assess critically their
reliability and value and to derive, by selection, averaging, inter- or
extrapolation or other relevant methods, from the available informations a
univoque set of so-called "best" data'O The informations which are used in
evaluation come from nuclear data measurements, nuclear theories or models
and from nuclear systematics. The main basis is the experimental information
like measurements of cross sections as a function of the neutron energy,
of angular or energy distributions in elastic or inelastic neutron scattering
and theoretical interpretations of measurements like the o.erivation of
resonance parameters- from measured resonance cross sections, or the interpretation of measured inelastic scattering distribution in terms of nuclear
temperatures. In the case of gaps or discrepancies in this basic information
recourse must be held to some nuclear theory or model or nuclear systematics
considerations'O In the following we shall briefly discuss the principal
methods used in the evaluation of neutron cross sections and parametric'
data in the ranges of' thermal, resonance and fast neutrons. For simplicity
'toTe

shall confine our discussion to medium vieight and l1eavy nuclei.

The therma.l energy range, ,·dth the exception of the rather complex thermal
scattering la11s, which 'T:Te omit f'rom our considerations, presents only minor
dif'fic1)~ties

in evaluation. To begin vrith medium "reight Met nonfissionable

heavy nuclei, generally pointtrise O'T data and

0'y

values as averages over

thermal reactor spectra mostly reduced to thermal energy (0.025 eV, the
most probable neutron energy in a pure

~laxvTellian

neutron spectrum at room

temperature ) are available from experiment. The remaining data are easily
derived in the follmnng "iay. In

man~r

cases the capture cross sectiol1 in

the thermal range follows a pure 1jv-la'tv. This 1jv-laiiT valid for positive
as ,,,eIl as negative energy resonances is easily deri ved trom resonance
theory under the conditions that the resonance energies E

r

are suff'icientlY

far apart from the thermal range, that the resonance half' 't-iio.ths are small
compared to E , and that many exit channels are available in resonanee
r

capture, whieh lead to a cancelling of' interferenee terms between different
capture resonances and channels. The proportionality constant in the 1jv-law
is f'ixed by the "best" value of the capture cross section at thermal energy
which can be obtained by vieighted averaging of the individual experimental

- 5 ...
values. If the above first

t~ro

but still the third one, 't-lhich

conditions for a 1/v-lavT are not fulfilled,
J.S

certainly the ease for non-magie nuclei,

J..e. if the resonances eome elose to thermal energies, then the eross seetion in the thermal ranße can be ealculated from one level

Breit-~ligner

contributions of all known positive s-wave resonances (the contributions
of higher l-vTave resonances tend to zero for decreasing neutron energy)
and of one assumed negative resonance. The neutron width and the position
of the negative resonance ean be rixed by fi tf.ing the cross section contributions of the negative resonanee to the best values of the thermal
total and capture cross sections. The capture width of the negative resonance ean generally be chosen as equal to the average value obtained
from the measured r y of the positive energy resonances, 'uhich according
to the third eondition above obey rather narrm·r distributions. Best
values of

0

T

(E) are obtained by simple averaging of the experimental

values end oJE} as the difference
"""

0

T

(E)

C1

y

(E).

For the most important fissionable nuclei generally pointwise andthermal

, O'f' a (or n) and occasionally point'Wise on
T
values are available, from which one has to construct an internally consistent

experimental values for

C1

set of "best" cross sections as a runction of the neutron energy. Obviously,
the evaluation procedure to oe chosen depends on the availabledata types.
IIost commonly O'T(E) and
data,
(J

y

(J

n

C1 feE)

can be fixed by averaging experimental

(E) be derived from experimental data or from resonance theory,

(E) be obtained by subtraction &~d aCE) as the ratio o:(E)!of(E).
y

The quanti ty n important for the determination of the fuel conversion
capability of a reactor ean then be calculated from a and best values of

v

vThich in turn ean be deri vec1 from direct measurements at thermal energies.
Aceording to the most accurate available meaS1.l.rement due to Bollinger et ale
[1J on ~(E) of Pu239 at thermal and epithermal energies,
is eonstant in this

v

region and eo.ual to the thermal value uithin exrerimental limits 't.Jhich are
almost com;parable uith the best precisions of about 1% attainable in modern
\)

measurements. Thus,

v may safely be taken

as constant in the thermal and

resonance energy ranges. T;ypical examples of evaluations of "best" thermal
cross section values are the works of TJ'estcott et al. [2] and of Sher
and Felberbav.m'

[3], for evaluations of "bestenerr;y dependent cross sec-

tions in the thermal range

L41

and Joanou and Drake

1-le

15J

re fer e. g. to the vorks of Barringt,pn et ale
as typical examples.

.. 6 The evaluation of cross sections inthe resonance range of neutron energiE$
generally presents much greater difficulties, particularly for fissionable
nuclei. Typically transmission anel partial cross section measurements of
varying energy resolution are
in two parts one

~n

avai~able

vThich subdivide the resonance range

which almost all of the neutronresonances are resolved

and an other one at higher energies in which theexperimental overlapping
of the resonances , due to the finite energy resolution and/or to the increasing importance of higher l-wave resonances , does no more allo,'T the
interpretation of' the measured cross sections in terms of individual resonances. Because the experinental

ener~T

resolution is never exactly mono-

chromatic, the true physical limit between resolvable and overlapping resonances J.s higher than that attainable by experiment. In tY]!ical presently
available high resolution transmission measurements resonances can be resolvec1 in medium-vreight nuclei up to several 100 keV
f'issionable nuclei to several keV

[8,9],

[6,7],

in heaV'J non-

in fissionable nuclei to a f'eil

100 eV [10, 11J. Generally partial cross section measurements are more dif'ficult and shm! 'tTOrse resolution than transmission measurements. Thus, resonance
neutron widths deri ved from transmission measurements are eenerally

Y-..Il01ID

to higher neutron energies than partial reaction widths. TIle measured resolved resonance cross sections are almost exclusi vely and successfully
interpreted in terms of' various approximations to the general R-matrix
theory of resonance reactions

[12] developed in the past. In the overlapping

resonance range only a parameterisation of measured cross sections over groups
of resonances is possible and concerning the energy dependence of the cross
sections one has to rely on fluctuating, orten discrepant experimental results
or on statistical theory estimates from average resonance parameters and statistieal distributions. 'He eonsider these .points in more detail belmT.
In medium-weight nuclei at present the experimentallY resolvable resonanee
range generally ends below the lowest inelastic scattering threshold. The
total cross section is almost equal to the scattering cross section, tne
eapture cross section being only a small component. Thus, the

0m
.L

measurement

can be described by the R-matrix theory simplified to only one open channel,
i.e. the elastic scattering channel, with various subchannels according to
different allmred combinations of neutron orbital and resonance total angular

°

momenta [6,13,14;.
In addition y measurements are available, "Thieh generally
reveal more higher l-'tTave resonances :ror which r is larger than r • These
y
n
can generally be interpreted. by super:!?osition of single level Breit-Uigner
terms.

- 7 kn evaluation of' the nuclear data must speeif'y the reSQnance parameters

including total and partial widths andresonance spins and the energy
dependence of' 0p'

0

y end an. As f'a:r as possible resonance parameter and

cross section "best" values should be mutually consistent. TUe 0T measurements generally agree vrithin experimental error, except mainly f'or differences introduced by different energy resolutions; for eXaIDple a better resolved measurement might reveal more resonencesthan a worse reso1ved one.
The o·y measurements t however, often shO\J great differences in resolution and
large .systematic discrepancies 'tJhich in the simp1est cases are due to vTrong
normalisation or impurity admixtures in the samp1es; as a typical example we
discussed recently various diserepant
Fe

0

y

measurements in the keV range on

[15]. HO"T most commonly neutron vridths corresponding to the analysis

of the best resolved 0T measurement or weighted averages of neutron widths
from different about equa11y weIl resolved 0T measurements are taken as
"best" values ancl the natural line shape of the scattering cross section
is recalculated from these neutron widths. In the case of several measurements
this simple proeedure obviouSly is only allovTed, if the·· analYsis of aii these
measurement.s has been done 1nth the same end correct theorJ'. This is not
al1mys the case. To give an example transmission measurell".ent on medium
weight nuelei in the past have often been interpreted by the so-ealled Bethe
formula

[16J

(see e.g. references

[171

anddiscussion in reference

[14J

t

section III 1) for which the scattering matrix is not unitary and. "rhieh ~s
inadequate to describe the often observed complex interference betvTeen different scatteringresonances as does the correct one channel multi level formula.
In such a case areanalysis of the measurement concerned in terms of the
correct theoretica1 c1escription has to be done, before i t

Carl

be combined

viith other ana13Tses to "best" da.ta. The difficulties in the evaluation of r
and

0

n

n

(E) are generally smal1 compareCl. to those encountered in the evaluation

of r y and 0ytE). In most cases one can not simply average the existing 0y
measurements, because the discrepancies due to systematic errors can only
rarely be removed. Then one has essentially to select one experimental data
set by a. critical judgement of the d.ifferent experiments or by nuclear
systematics considerations or just by physical imagination end to take over
the

ry corresponding

to this data set from the experimental analysis or to

do oneself this analysis. Then one can ca1cu1ate
shape from these

ry

and the

rn

0

y

y

(E) in the natural line

from the transmission measurements. For

those higher resonances t for 1Thich on1y the r
the

0

n

are available and, for which

measurements do no more a110vT a resonance analysis in terms of r y ,

- 8 the average of the Imovm r

y

cases up to recent days the

for the lower resonances can be taken •. In many
(5

y

measurements vere even too crude as to allOif

an interpretation in terms of resonance r • In those cases assuming an
y

infinitelY large number of exit channels

~n

capture, thus constant r y from

resonance to resonance, one could choose measured values of the non-1 Iv
capture resonance integral or of the capture cross section at thermal energ;J
recalculated from resolved resonance contributions or interpolations between
knOim

ry

of neighbouring nuclei using the fact of the rather smooth A-dependence

of r y in order to get an estimate of 'fy for a given isotope. As an example
we derived

ry

and calculated

(1141,

for the main rJi isotopes from khOim isotopic thermal (5
(5

y

(E) from these 'f

and known r

y

n

y

values

values up to a few 100 keV

section III 4). "'Te leave aside here additional difficulties introdueed

by the problems of isoto;pic end s]?in identification of resonances

in elements

consisting of several similarly important isotopes.
'
,
Heavy non f 2ss20nable
nucle2' .
12ke Th 232 or U238 represent up to a f ew iLe V,

1.here p-wave resonanees become increasingly important t excellent exa.mples
of almost pure s-wave one level Breit-lJigner cross section shapes with very
fe~

exceptions in which small distances between neighbouring large resonances

uith v'E
n
and the constancy of r , the capture process dominates, 1rhereas 1.ith increasing
cceur, At epithermal energies, due to the average inerease of r
y

neutron energy the elastic scattering be comes more and more prominent. 1:10stly
(5T measurements for various sampIe thicknesses, allowing an interpretation of
the resonances in terms of r

n

and r , end also some
y

(5

y

measurements, 'lV'hich

together 1vith the (5T measurements allmr a direct determination of r y' are
available. The fact that the resonances are so narrow end far apart explains
the rather good agreement in the resonance parameters derived from earlier
vorse resolved end modern high resolution measurements. Thus, best values of
resonance parameters are mostly easily obtained (sometimes after rejection
of statistical scatter erroneously interpreted as resonanees) by weighted
averaging of the individual experimental results. Generally rare determined
n

to much higher energies than r y' As the measured r y

corr~spond

to the

theoretically expected narr01. distributions it is justified to assume the
average of the YW10im r

y

for those resonances for which r

y

is not knmm.

Then an (E) end (5y(E) can be calculated from: a surerpositi on of single level
Breit-Figner terms which are the same formulae generally used in the interpretation of the measured cross sections for these nuclei. Only in the
vicinity of broad, closely lying resonances level-level interference needs to
be taken into account in the scattering cross section. All other cross sections
fOllO\'T by welllmown formulae from these two.

- 9 -

The. evaluation of eonsistent resooence parameter sets and cross sections for
ftissionable nuclei represents one of the most difficult, but simultaneously
physically most interesting problems in the evaluation field. This is p&rticularly due to the very complex resonence structure, particularly of 0f' to the
generally very small level distance partly (J.ue to the superposition of two
s-wave' level sequences. to difficulties of spin assignment te resonances of
these nuclei like tf35 with high ground state spin end not very different
g-factors. For the main fissionable isotopes many measurement series are
available particularly for O'T and cr f end more recently also for n.
end for

0' •

n

Ct

or

0' y

Hovever. unfortunately neither these measurements nor the resonance

paramete:r sets deri ved frem these measurements are generally in the desirable
agreement. The reasens for these discrepencies are manyfeld: different
normalisation (e,g, in 0f measurements), different energy scale, different
energy resolution, different statistical accuracy. unsufficientlY corrected
background effects etc.; they reflect the great experimental difficulties
involved particularly in the partial cross section measurements on fissionable
nuclei, Furthermore only very fevr of the available measurement series yield
enough information for the derivation of a cemplete set of vlidths end quantum
numbers of a given resonence. Finally a vihole series cf different shape end
area resonance analysis methods end varlous approximations to the many-chennel
R-matrix theory II ranging from the still most frequently used simple one level
fomula over the many capture. fe"t-1 fission chennel approximations due to
Vogt

[18J

end to Reich and TIocre [19.20J to the most sophisticated many-

level analyses of Adler and Adler

[21J.

Because of these differences and discrepencies an evaluation, in astriet
sense) vTould have to go back to the original data, tI"'J to understand as
much cf these discrepancies t to reconcile as far as possible different
measurements of the same quantity

t

select the measurements according to

their quality in statistical scatter, resolution etc., to analyse the
selected data set s in terms of one and the same appropriate approximations
to the R-matrix theory (taking into account the different Dop:pler end energy
reSOlutIon broadening of the resonances in different measurements) t to derive "best" resonance parameters, and finally to recalculate partial end
total cross sections in natural line shape 1dth the same formulae from the

235 reso-

"best" parameters. The excellent vJ'Ork of' Adler end Adler [21] on U

nances shows hOll much labour is involved in such a thorough evaluation.

- 10 -

Host of the existing evaluations are based on less sophisticated and laborious
methods & They use the fact that the one level interpretation yields resonance
half '\ddths not very different from the multilevel results, that most of the
experimental resonance analyses use the one level formula and that (narticular...
.
.of
'U233 and Pu 241 resonances )
' part of the
ly vTJ.th
the except~on
the ma~n
resonance fission cross section in the vicinity of the resonance peaks
(except in the dips betvTeen the resonances, where interference effects become
important) can be rather satisfactorily described by the one level formula.
Several simple methods. based on extensive applications of the one level
formu.la, for the derivation of comrlete parameter sets for a given resona.'Ylce
from various carefully preselected experimental sources are discussed
in reference [14J. sections IV 1 end IV 3t vTe consider only one typical
example. Given an isolated resonance and the follOvnng experiment al information: n in the resonence peak represented by

'V

n

=

\)

vof
a

+ a of

=

°r

\)

rf

ry + r f

=

- r -r r
\)

f

n

(a Of ' a oy = peak fission and capture cross sections of the resonence con-

sidcred), furthermore the quantities

°

.0&

Ol.

r, 00f end r from a combined area

and shape analysis of measured a f values. Considering that in the one level
approximation

(E

O

= resonence

energy, k' = reduced neutron wave length,

\veight factor) end inserting

rf

gJ = statistical

rn

from equation (1) one gets for

the

following quadratic equation

rn

r
r

(1 -~)

= r' n =

rf)t ~
n
2TT 7.;2 (B )
o
{a

o

fIere i-re have refused to adetermination of the resonance
g.r

= 1/2.

sp~n

end have set

Bquation (3) is easily solvect to give

l

--~-i

r'

1
r n =-r
- 4~ }
{1 - \,1
2
'\
1

r

f

then folloi"S from equation (1)

anc. ry from

the difference r -

rn -

rft

- 11··Having established in tl1is T.<lay complete one level parameter sets for the
available resolved resonances, one can nOvj calculate partial and total cross
section, a. and n "best n values ,·rith the same one level f'onnulae in natural
line shape.
He next consider briefly the region of overlapping resonances. In medium
weight nuclei "best"

(Jm
:L

values are usually obtained from the best resolved

measurements available wich follm! most closely the true physical fluctuations of the cross section. For 0y some sophisticated averace through generally
differing experimental data has to be chosen. Also inelastic scattering to the
lO'Vjest excited levels sets in; ue deal T."ith the inelastic scattering further
beloT.·'.

°n

is usually obtained by subtraction 01' the sum 01' the other partial

cross sections hom

(J

T

•

For the calculation of energetic se·lf shielding factors

for the overlapping resonances average (elastic end inelastic) neutron and
capture widths, (elastic and inelastic) strength functions and average level
spacings for different (l,J)-combinations and as functions 01' the neutron
energ"'J must be made available. Here the simplest possib1e '!;Tay is to take r

y

independent from 1, J and E, to adapt appropriate optical potentials to a
"best 11 descri}!tion 01' an averaee through the experimental

(Jm

values and 01'

.L

measured elastic scattering angular distributions in order to derive the
strength functions anc'c to use the appropriately parameterised Fermi gas
mode1for the prediction 01' the energy and spin dependences 01' the average
level spacing; the averar:;e scattering vric.ths are then obtained from. strength
functions and average level spacinßs.
In l1eavy non-fissionable nuc.lei the overlapping resonance range, in ,!;jhich

cross section fluctuations outside statistical error can be observed, covers
s and r-vave neutrons. The cross sections in this range are eitber directly
taken from experiment or c aleulated from average s and p-vave resonance
parameters and statistical distributions. Generally a statistical theory
obtained from averaging single level Breit-Vigner terms is sufficient and
average interference terms can usually be ner;lected as far as tbe condition

f lö < 1 is not hurted ([14J, section I1 2). The 1..L.'1dersta.?1ding of the
usual discrepancies between different

(Jy

measurements again represents the

main problem here. Average S-i-TaVe reson~ce parameters ern' f y ' D) El.re
generally directly derived fron the parameters of the resolved resonances ,
the p-wave strength function folloT.'TS from fits of statistical tbeory
expressions to averaged experimental
dependence of

rn

O"m

values in the keV range. The energy

.L

is srecified by the i,ell Y"IlOHn centrifugal barrier :rene'

tration factors, the energy and resonance srin de:rendences 01'

D again by

- 12 -

D has besn shown
by Ericson f22J to be very small and is usually neglected. Commonly f
is
- ~.
238.
y
assumed to be J.ndependent of 1 and J; for u
the equalJ.ty of sand p-,-Tave
an appropriate Ferr..Ji gas model. The parity dependence of

capture 't-lidths appears to be confirmed ,dthin experimental accuracy by the
p-wave resonance measurements of Themas and Bollinger [23]. The level
spacings for each individual resonance sequence are assumed to obey a Uigner
distribution, the reduced neutron 't.ridths a Porter-Thomas elistribution,
assumptions which are vTell verified by the existing experiments (see e.g.

[24J ).

For nuclei vTith a gromd state sp:m I=O i t hapDens that for

certain t>O resonance series the same resonance J value

is reac...hed by

combinations of 1 ,dth the two different channel spins j± = I ± 1/2. Under
the probably justified assumptions that possible interactions between nuclear
and neutron spins are small end can be neglected end, that no correlations
. t

exJ.s

J

3

nJ

nJ-

betvreen r .+ allel r .

t

.

the reduced neutron vndths
+1/2

.l

/

J= -1 2

of such (1.3) resonance series obeJr a X2 distribution vith t,1O degrees of
freedorn. (see e.g. [25J). Interpretation of evaluated resonance capture w'idths
2
in terms of X distributions generally yields large numbers of exit channels
typically ranging from 20 to 40 corresponding to rather narro'tr distributions;
therefore in the calculations one uses almost exclusively constant capture
widths in accord with a o-f'unction distribution. The same parameters from
'Vrhich the average energy dependence of the cross sections is calculated,
serve in the calculation of Doppler coefficients and of temperature dependent
energetic self shielding factors in the unresolved resonance range '"
\'Jh.ereas for fissionable nuclei alrlost all vrhat has been said for non-fissionable
nuclei remains true, a large additional difficulty is introduced by the fission
component. ir!e need only to remember the recent measurements [26-28J strongly
deviating from former experiments and the discussions still not completed
. .
p u 239 J.n
. the 1-.
concern~ng the energy dependence of a and of (J f for
.lJ.gh er
eV end lower keV energy range [26,281 in order to demonstrate the difficulties
in evaluating "true" O"f(E) and aCE) values in the unresolved resonance range.
.
.
For estJ.mates
cf -lJ(
r f E ) ( 1=0,1 ) several ways are possJ.ble.
Usual1 y one
either relies completely on the viell l".l1ovm channel theory fomula

- 13 -

(4)

21T

r J1T
(E)
f

1

=1
i

1+exp

(E~1T,
l1w~1T
= position and 1vidth of the i-th saddle point state belonging
1
1
to the same J,1T) valid for saddle point shapes of inverted harmonie
oseillators and has .then to specify barrier positions and widths from
saddle point state sjTstematics [29 t3qj and/or fission threshold
experiments [31,32J. Or one uses this proeedure only for p-wave neutrons
and takes equation (4) for s-'tvave neutrons '1irith a most probable spin independent ba.n:ier width of about 500 keV (see e.g.
point positions by the

rf

[31J) and fixing the saddle

values ealculated from the resolved resonance r f.

Also "best" values of aCE) can be used in order to fix ff{E) 'tJith or ,fithout speei fication of the spin dependence ([1!f)

t

sections IV 1 and IV 3,

1331).

Finally combinations of these procedures are possible. In every case, however,
one has to assure that on the average statistical theory cross section estimates
from the average resonence parameters are or become consistent 'trith the cross
section flbest" values deri ved from the experiment al dat a.
Evaluation principles end methods in the

~ast

neutron enerBlrange are

generally not as difficult end are vTell kno1m. So we can be rather brief here.
Neutron interactions in medium vTeight nuclei in addition to those already
described before are inelastic scattering end absorption processes like
(n,p) and (n~Ql.).. The inelastic scattering ranße is subdivided into tvro
subranges • The lover goes from the lci"rest threshold generally to several!leV,
vrhere either measurements of individual level excitation cross sections are
available or, where positions, spins end parities of the rest nucleus levels
are knmm end enable rather reliable theoretical predictions cf inelastic
excitation cross sections by the theory of Hauser end Feshbach

[33J with

inclusion of the so-called statistical fluctuation factors.
In the higher subrange above several HeV inelastic scattering to individual
levels cen not more be specified experimentally. Only broad energy distributions
from inelastic scattering can be measured end interpreted or llredicted by an
evaporation model. Recent theoretical refinements ef the level density expressions and parameters
and predictions of

[34]

particularly alloW' more sophisticated interpretations

ftcemtinuo~t

evaporation formulae (see e.g.

inelastic scattering spectra than the elder

[35J).

In the evaluation of the experim~mtal

- 14 da;~a for v",ex.c one'Llas t
,1,#

n

pay

0

.

part~cul

ar

.
attent~on

to the f act wh_et h.er the

measurements have been corrected for multiple scattering allel for neutron
attenuation in the sample in order to get no overestimates; vTe refer here
.
.
f avaJ.laule
......
exc measurements on
for examp I e t 0 an e xt ens~· ve d~scuss~on
0
0 I
Fe in reference [14J, section V 3. The total

°n

n

in the " continuum" range are

generally not directly measured and have therefore to be derived from the
difference 0x -

- cr
cr
- 0
- ••• As too (E) and cr (E) one has
p
a- n
y
p
Ci.
2
still to rely as far as possible on e:l>.'"Perimental data >Thic11, hOvTever, are
0

often C1.iscrepant e.g.

b~r

differentncrmalization; the statistical theory for

these processes, in spite of the progress made (see e.g.

[36J),

is apparently

still not able to describe measured cross sections within experimental accuracy and thus to make reliable predictions of unkno';ill cross sections (see
refe rence [14J ~ section V). crn is generally derived as the difference cr

T

- cr '
X

Unfortu.Y1ately the quality and energy resolution of the available measurements
for different processes are quite different. In a typical example 0T might
still show physically real fluctuations outside statistical scatter, lThere
for a partial cross section or

0v

".

at vTorst only a fee! broadly resolved points

are available. This inconsistency beti.J'een different experimental data sets
is also reflected by evaluated data sets; it leads particularlY to "local n
errors in those data like cr

which are obtained by subtraction and not from
n
direct experimental information. Unfortunately the refolding of an experimental
data set of bad resolution to the good resolution of a transmission measurement is generally either not possible or at least not uni voque.
For heavy fertile and fissionable nuclei one has in addition to do parlicula:rly
vTith crf{E) and V'(E). For fast energies there is generally much better agreement between di fferent cr

f

measurements than in the keV range. The evaluat ion

of ~(E) for a nuclide presupposes the derivation of basic ~ standards fram
the available experimental data and the renom.a1ization of the experimental

v values to these

standards. Concerning the gross structure the available

experimental information appears to indicate that the energy de]?endence of
~ can be represented over the vThole energy range by a sim]?le second or third

order polynomial in E or by piecei,rise linear approximations, the free parameters being fixed by a least squares adaptation to the e:l>.'"Perimental data.
Hmlever, by this procedure possible fine structures in v(E) like those
.observed by Blyumkina et aL [371 on U235 in the several 100 keV range (but
not confirmed by otlm' authors, see [14J, section VI 1g) and attributed to
fission channel effects get lost.

... 15 Elastic scattering angular distributions in medium weight and heavy nnelei
are generally isotropie in the centre-of-mass system up to energies cf the
order cf 10 keV where s ...wa.ve sca.ttering is predominant. In the resonance
range in medium weight nuclei canposed cf resonances with different 1 and J
values the experimental information on cr (E,l!l) i8 still not detailed enough
n

end "best" values of cr (E,Q) have to beevaluated fran a rather restricted
n
number of measured distributions. In heavy nuclei with the much larger level
density} crn(Q)~within the experimentally possible resolutions, is already
in the keV range a rather smooth :f'un.ction of the neutron energy. In the
MeV range, as is weIl known, the optical model with apI>ropriate parameterisation is able to reproduee the few available cr (~) measurements about within
n
experimental accuracy and can thus be used rather reliably for interpolations
and nredictions of a (Q).
-

n

From the available integral data generally only those rather few which might be
called "clean" can directly be used in the evaluation of "best n microscopic
data. By "clean" integral data we mean those in whieh no spatial dependence
enters end, in vThieh, directly in the experiment and/or afterwards by corrections,
the neutron energy syectrum is complete1y and univoquely speeified as a simple
funetion of the neutron energy and, fran which one can draw univoque conclusions
to eertain microscopie nuclear data. Typical quantities are the infinite dilute
non-1/v capture or activation resonance integral alreadY mentioned above, which
can be used for the estimate of

&'1.

average eapture ,vidth, or measurements of

average (n,p) or (n,w cross sections in a fission speetrum, which can be used
for renormalization of a (E) or
p

(J

Ci

(E) date..

The reliability of evaluated nuclear data sets can more end more be tested by
comparison of calculations t in whieh these date. are used conver'ted to groups
constant sets t and measurements of integral date. like spectral indices. prompt
neutron decay constants $ fission end capture rate traverses, breeding ratios
end others in critical facilities

[38.391. Particularly the effect of new

measurements of important cross sectionsf whose results deviate !rom the
res;pective evaluated nbest" data

[44J t

on the prediction of integral measure-

ments i6 studied with "interim" group cross seetion sets which differ trom
the respeetive "best" sets only in these nevT data and yield a test of the reliability of these measurements

L39]. The results of those integral eomparisons

and tests give indications as to which microscopic "best tt data might be in
error and would have to be reinvestigated. Several computer programs have recently been developed L40-43J vlhich allow an adj,ustment of group constants by

-16 ..
fits to sets of measured integral data. However, the feedback from those
integral data as viere mentioned before to differential data or even only
to group constants is generally not unequivocal

; the adjustment may even

lead to physically wronger results. This has. the consequence that different
adjusted data sets are likely to fit aseries ofcritical facility measurements equally wellt Furthermore one can not be sure that such a group cross
section set adjusted for critical facility data will allow more correct
predictions of the physical properties of large power reactors. Therefore,
in order to get bettel' approximations to the physlcally true cross section
shape which, on the nuclear data side of the problem, alone can guarantee
throughout correct reactor physics calculations, we would prefer a thorough
reevaluation of the basic microscopic date. to a computerized groul? croSS
section adjustment.
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